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Study on Fruit Cracking Factors of Wax Apple  
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Abstract 
The fruit cracking of wax apple has been affecting its industrial 

development. The purpose of this study was to investigate and develop 

several preventive measures as well as to reduce fruit cracking rate. The 

results of investigation indicated that an average fruit cracking rate ranged 

from 18.47% to 19.67% in November to next February, and 40.27% in 

March, and 67.57% in May to June. The fruit crack varied with different 

position of canopy. Fruit located on outer position of canopy showed the 

highest fruit cracking rate, 42% in the first crop, and 80.1% in the second 

crop. However fruit cracking rate was drastically declined when fruit at 

center part of canopy, 18% for the first crop, and 45.6% for second crop. 

The fruit cracking rate was also affected by different height of fruits position, 

Fruit located at middle to upper layers were no difference for the first crop, 

but they had obviously appeared fruit cracking rate as compared to lower 

layer fruit ( 14.1%). Fruit cracking rate varied with setting fruit altitude for 

the second crop. The higher setting fruit position the more fruit cracking 

rate. The fruit cracking rate were 54.5%, 67.9%, and 92.8% for ventilative 

bag, paper bag and net house respectively. The concentration of fruit 

calcium content in ventilative bag and net house are both higher than paper 

bag. Starting with the middle fruit stage of potted wax apple finding 43% of 

fruit cracking rate was significantly declined to 4.3% and 1.3%. When its 

root system stood up high moisture and relative low water status 

continuously, the relative low water treatment plot had a small single fruit 

weight. Using calcium compound sprayed on whole tree, fruit cracking rate 

was remarkably declined when fruit tree applied with high concentration of 

calcium content. 
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